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Abstract— Cloud computing provide facilitates computing assets on demand by the use of service provider. In IT communications 
cloud computing is out sourcing by the use of the Internet and maintaining own hardware and software environment. It is there 
whenever you need it, as much as you need, and you pay as you go and only for what you use. Security is a prim concern in the use of 
cloud computing. In this paper, we have presented encryption based security algorithms for cloud computing. Data Sharing is an 
important functionality in cloud storage. We show how to securely share data. We describe new public key cryptosystems which 
produce constant size cipher text but the other encrypted files outside the set remain confidential. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Today’s Cloud is very popular for media of storage. We 

manage data using planning and strategic. High levels of 

data repositioning have off-putting implications for data 

security and data shield as well as data availability. 

Although, consumers know the dimensions and location of 

web data high in no data mobility, you can find questions 

associated with its security and confidentiality of the USB 

ports. Secure data sharing is most important today. Cloud 

Computing area happens to be larger to its broad network 

access and edibility. Secure data sharing is most important 

today. Cryptography technique can be applied in a two 

major ways- one is symmetric key encryption and other is 

asymmetric key encryption. In symmetric key encryption, 

same keys are used for encryption and decryption. By 

contrast, in asymmetric key encryption different keys are 

used, public key for encryption and private key for 

decryption. Using asymmetric key encryption is more 

flexible for our approach. There are various policies issues 

and threats in cloud computing technology which include 

privacy, segregation, storage, reliability, security, capacity 

and more Generally cloud computing has several customers 

such as ordinary users, academia and enterprises who have 

different motivations to move to cloud. If cloud clients are 

academia, security effect on performance of computing and 

for them cloud providers have to find a way to combine 

security and performance. For enterprises most important 

problem is also security but with different Vision. 

Scalability is one of the major advantages of the cloud 

paradigm. More specifically, it is the advantage that 

distinguishes clouds from advanced outsourcing solutions. 

However, some important pending issues must be addressed 

before the dream of automated scaling of applications can 

be realized. 

II. RELATED WORK 

We take the tree structure as an example. Jon and Smith can 

first classify the cipher text classes according to their 

subjects like Figure. Each node in the tree represents a 

secret key, while the leaf nodes represent the keys for 

individual cipher text classes. Filled circles represent the 

keys for the classes to be delegated and circles converted by 

dotted lines represent the keys to be granted. Note that 

every key of the non-leaf node can derive the keys of its 

descendant nodes.  

 

In Figure1 We represents the cloud storage 

network box all data storage in that area. The cipher text 

key 1, 2, 3 and 4, 5, 6 is the encrypted key from that storage 

media all the collected and aggregate. It is scalable data. 

There are two persons and its computer one is Jon and 

another is smith. Smith accepts aggregate key 2, 3, 6 from 

Jon. 

 
             Figure1.Example of key aggregate Cryptography 
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III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

A. Asymmetric key encryption with Compact Key  

The construction is simple and briefly review of its key 

derivations process for a concrete of desire properties 

Encryption scheme is originally proposed for succinctly 

transmitting large number of keys in broadcast situation. 

The derivation of the key for set of classes which is a subset 

of all possible cipher text classes. Each classes associated 

with distinct prime A composite modulus is chosen where p 

and q are two large random primes. A master secret key is 

chosen at random. All these prime numbers can be put in 

the public system parameter. A constant-size key for set can 

be generated. However, it is designed for the symmetric-key 

setting instead. Finally, there are schemes which try to 

reduce the key size for achieving authentication in 

symmetric-key encryption. 

           In AES Algorithm data will be first encrypted and 

then sent to provider.  
 

B. Identity Based Encryption with Compact Key 
 Identity-based encryption is identity-string of the user 

which provides public-key encryption.IBE which hold 

master-secret key. Provide secret key to all users from its 

own identification (PKG) is a private key generator. 

Content provider can take the public parameter and a user 

identity to encrypt a message. The recipient can decrypt this 

cipher text by his secret key in their schemes, key 

aggregation is constrained in the sense that all keys to be 

aggregated must come from different   identification. 

IBE is used to key aggregation. Secret keys are 

exponential number of only a polynomial number of them 

can be aggregated. Thud it increase storing cost and 

transmitting cipher texts text which is impractical in many 

situations such as shared cloud storage for example of hash 

function. Our schemes feature constant cipher text size, and 

their security holds in the standard model. In fuzzy system 

IBE one single compact secret key can decrypt cipher texts 

encrypted under many identities for an arbitrary set of 

identities and do not match with our idea of key 

aggregation. 

 

IV.SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 

 

A. Motivations 

Key aggregation cloud computing is the recent workflow 

model in IT industry and it gives security, flexibility in data 

operation. To manage the security of data deployed over the 

cloud. We propose the technique of encryption of data, the 

searching in the encrypted content is quite critical. It gives 

the overhead of managing keys for multiple keys. We 

developed key aggregation system with searchable 

encryption. 

  “To design an efficient public-key encryption 

scheme which It supports flexible delegation in the sense 

that any subset of the cipher texts (produced by the 

encryption scheme) is decrypt able by a constant-size 

decryption key (generated by the owner of the master 

secrete key). 

 

 

B. Problem statement  

Cloud computing has given the users the 

accessibility to deploy number of files to the centralized 

cloud and share those with number of users. System needs 

secure storage of keys that increase the number of key 

management the flexibility of cloud computing always 

comes with the hurdles of security concerns. The data 

owner always needs to encrypt the files before uploading 

and it must decrypt before end users.  

 

C. Public-Key Extension 

  User needs to classify his cipher texts into more 

Than n classes, he can register for additional key pairs 

Number of classes is increased by n for each added key. 

Since the new public-key can be essentially treated as a new 

user, one may have the concern that key aggregation across 

two independent users is not possible. It seems that we face 

the problem of hierarchical solution as reviewed. 

 

D.DFD 

Upload and Download key aggregate data 

Start

User Data owner 

Upload File

From Trapdoor

Encryption + key aggregation

Access Control

Stop

Logout

Login 
then ID, 

Password 

Upload to Cloud

 
 

Figure2. Example of Data Upload 

 

DFD is used for system module design structure. In figure 

no.2 indicate the use data or files upload from trapdoor. At 

the time of uploading use the encryption and key 

aggregation and give access to user. In figure no 3 
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encryption data and download data. It gives the access 

control for data download and upload. A data flow diagram 

(DFD) is a flowchart of the "flow" of data throughout an 

information system, modeling its process aspects. A DFD 

show the kinds of information that will give the input to the 

system and take output from system often they are a 

primary step used to create an overview of the system 

which can be in future it will expand and where the data we 

needs to stored. It does not show information about the 

timing of processes. 

 

User

Document 
on Cloud

Submit on Trapdoor

Encryption and Public, 
private key aggregation

Access Control

Stop

Logout
Login then 

ID, 
Password 

Upload on Cloud

Start

 
 

 
Figure 3.Example of Data Download 

 

DFD is used for system module design structure. In figure 

no.2 indicate the use data or files upload from trapdoor. At 

the time of uploading use the encryption and key 

aggregation and give access to user. In figure no 3 

encryption data and download data. It gives the access 

control for data download and upload. 

 

V. FRAMEWORK 

 

The data owner can use the master the master-

secret key for set of cipher text classes through establishes 

the public system parameter is associated with the plain text 

encrypted message Setup and generates a public/master-

secret key pair through Key Gen. Data can be encrypted by 

anyone who also decides what key for a set of cipher text 

classes through Extract Any user using aggregate key to 

decrypt the document. The generated keys can be passed to 

delegates securely through secure e-mails or secure devices 

Finally Key aggregate encryption schemes consist of five 

polynomial time algorithms as follows:  

 

1. Setup (1 λ , n) : On the input of security levels parameter 

1 λ and n is number of cipher text classes. The data owner 

establishes public system parameter using Setup. It provide 

(PARAM) as out of system parameter. 

2. Key Gen: It is use to generate key private and public (P k, 

msk). It executed this key by data owner randomly.msk is 

master secret key. 

 3. Encrypt (pk, i, m) : Encrypt is used for encrypt data 

function. It is executed by data owner and for message m 

and index i, it computes the cipher text as C. Pk is public 

key. 

4. Extract (msk, S): The set of S denoted by Ks. It is output 

of aggregate key. It is executed by data owner for 

delegating the decrypting power for a certain set of cipher 

text classes. 

5. Decrypt (Ks, S, I, C): It is Decryption function for use 

decrypt information and it executed by a delegate who 

received, an aggregate key Ks generated by Extract. On 

input Ks, set S, an index i denoting the cipher text class 

cipher text C belongs to and output is decrypted result m.  

 

System Description:- 

 

A. System Description Let {r1, r2, -----,r n} denote the set of 

resources in the system. In the group communication 

scenario, each resource corresponds to a data stream that is 

transmitted in one multicast session. Each multicast session 

is associated with a multicast address and a multicast 

routing tree [1]. The routing trees for different multicast 

sessions can be jointly constructed [30]. From the data 

transmission points of views, the users belonging to the 

same multicast session form a Data Group (DG). That is, 

one DG contains the users that can access to a particular 

resource. It is clear that the DGs can have overlapped 

membership because users may subscribe multiple 

resources. The users are also divided into non-overlapping 

Service Groups (SG) according to access privilege. One SG 

contains the users that are authorized to access the exactly 

same set of resources. 
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Figure 4. Example of Compact is not possibal for fix hierarchy every time 
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security algorithm, which has to be used in cloud computing 

for making cloud data more secure and  not any  one hack 

by attacker. Encryption algorithms is use to comparison of 

different parameters used in algorithms, it has been found 

that AES,DES,RSA algorithm uses least time to execute 

cloud data, Consumes least encrypt-time, consume longest 

memory size and time. Two algorithms tools use by IDE 

and JDK for implementation. The desired output for the 

data on cloud computing has been achieved. In texts today’s 

demand of cloud is increasing so the security of the cloud 

and user is on top concern. In future scope related several 

comparisons with different approaches and results to show 

effectiveness data privacy is question of centralized storage 

framework can be provided. Compress public key and secret 

key for create different cipher text classes in cloud. 
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